


ASPECTS OF OUR CULTURE

We are on a mission

Values shape our organization

Rome, GA is our all american hometown



OUR MISSION

To be the health insurance companion of every American.



OUR VALUES

Candor believes that a company’s  values are the foundation for its 

success, so we choose integrity above all else and carefully integrate our 

core values into everything we do.



C A N D O R   V A L U E S

INTEGRITY

Integrity is one of the fundamental values we seek in our employees and 

apply in our decision-making process. Candor’s long-term success is 

guided by our commitment to do the right thing for our Partners, 

Customers, and the community in which we operate.



C A N D O R   V A L U E S

DEDICATION

We devote a tremendous amount of time and effort to fully understand 

our Customers and their needs. We constantly test new approaches and 

features and solicit Customer feedback in order to perfect our solution.



C A N D O R   V A L U E S

ADAPTABILITY

We leverage what we have to push the limits of where we want to go. We 

stretch dollars and technology to ensure we are always making progress 

towards our best work.



C A N D O R   V A L U E S

DEPENDABILITY

We have open discussions and share direct feedback. We are in this 

together and count on each other to succeed as a team. And we are proud 

that we deliver what we promise.



C A N D O R   V A L U E S

INSPIRATIONAL

Candor fosters an atmosphere conducive to learning, teaching and 

sharing in order to enrich not only our professional lives but also our 

personal, physical and mental well being.



OUR ALL AMERICAN HOMETOWN

At Candor, we integrate our values into everything we do.

Which is one of the reasons we chose Rome, GA as our headquarters.



“Candor is an integral and reciprocal 
partner with the community of Rome, GA”

— Bob Shinn 



AT THE CENTER OF IT ALL

A small town moments away from the big 

city. FORBES ranks Rome as having 

America’s greatest main street and USA 

TODAY lauds Rome as America's most 

charming downtown. Here you can live 

downtown & walk to work, live near town & 

bike to work or live on a mountain less than 

15 minutes from the office.



STRETCH EVERY DOLLAR

The cost of living in Rome is 11% lower than 

the national average—and the cost of housing is 

20% lower. Rome's income to cost of living ratio 

is in the top 1% of the world.



RAISE A FAMILY

Rome features premier educational facilities 

where students graduate at a rate 10 points 

higher than the national average. There are top 

public & private schools in and around Rome. 

Recreational and competitive sports run year 

round for all ages. The local universities provide 

access to the arts and culture.



EXPAND YOUR MIND

There are five colleges & universities in the 

Greater Rome area. They provide 

intellectual, cultural and athletic access. 

Whatever your interest,  Rome has the 

higher education for you. 



LIVE WELL

Walk through the parks, bike along the rivers 

and hike through the rolling hills. Rome is 

second to only Atlanta for medical care and 

Atlanta is only a train or car ride away.




